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Turkey is in trouble. Bad trouble. The kind of trouble where it's almost Thanksgiving . . . and you're

the maincourse. But Turkey has an idea--what if he doesn't look like a turkey? What if he looks like

another animal instead?After many hilarious attempts, Turkey comes up with the perfect disguise to

make this Thanksgiving the best ever!Wendi Silvano's comical story is perfectly matched by Lee

Harper's watercolors.
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Let me start by saying the books size is wonderful! I expected it to be much smaller. The price was

also wonderful for a hardcover book! I really wanted to love the story, and to a point it is cute. To me

it starts to get annoying, because you are saying the same exact thing over and over again. A lot of

books do this, but something about this one makes it stand out even more. Maybe they could have

worded things a little bit different! My kids enjoyed it, but not enough to want it read every night, and

I am thankful for that!

Happy Thanksgiving!Turkey knows that it's time for Thanksgiving and is not to keen on the idea of



being the guest of honor. He escapes the barn and decides a costume will help him hide out from

the farmer.After each costume change, from horse, to cow, to Rooster, another animal tells him he

still looks to much like Turkey.Turkey then comes up with a brilliant idea in hopes of diverting

everyone's attention from turkey dinner. Will it all work out?Detailed water color brings these fun

illustrations to life.Turkey Trouble is written by Wendi Silvano and illustrated by Lee Harper.This

book cooks up a rating of... 4 dinners delivered!!!

As a speech therapist who primarily works with 4th and 5th graders with a wide range of learning

disabilities, I thought this book was the perfect way to target cause and effect relationships with my

students. My students were highly motivated by the kindle app format and overall they thought the

book was very funny. Also, there are a number of free resources on Teacher Pay Teachers that

coincide with this story which is always a huge plus for any frugal educator.

This is a cute book and my niece and nephew really enjoyed it. They asked me for a Thanksgiving

book I ordered 2. This one was their favorite. The book was cute well drawn and easy for the kids to

memorize and feel like they were reading along. The only reason I did not give it 5 stars is because

it made one of the kids refuse to eat turkey and we had to make her a little pizza instead. My

suggestion is to read the book after dinner not before.

Great this book was great great great. The turkey ran out of the barn and then he looked like a

horse. This review was written by my son. He is three.

I bought this for my 5 year old great nephew just before thanksgiving. He likes being read to. It was

very popular and he laughed along with turkeys different changes of costume and frequently joined

in with gobble gobble. It has been put away now in favor of santa claus books but I am sure it will be

popular at future thanksgivings for several years. I can recommend it as a kindergarten thanksgiving

book

I bought this 2 years ago for my son who is 3.5 now. He's loved this book since the day we got it. It's

cute, witty, and fun. The only challenge with reading this book to a one year old is keeping the

pages from bending/ripping. It is a larger book as well. Nonetheless, I'm sure we'll continue to enjoy

it for years to come and with each year he'll have a deeper understanding of the story.



This is our favorite Thanksgiving book! We are vegetarians and I love that this is book that doesn't

end in eating the turkey! They illustrations are so cute and my kids giggle every time we read this

charming story.
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